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The thiva” postscript is provide by American Heritage makazine. 

in’ ——_——__— 
The lead article of its Novembe, 1995 wetawxe issue to which almost the 

eA ‘ 
entire cover is aevélea is Naxx Hollund's The Kennedy Assassination: Why the Warren 

“eport Was Wrong —- and Right.1} the table of fontents this appears:The Key to the 

yw : 

Warren Report, the/paze “given as 50. Then there is this summary:"Seen in pdtper 

historical context, the investigation into Kennedy's assassination looks more 

impressive and its shortcomings uch more understahdable. Max Holland." On page 

Seen 
50 there is no title. At the top its says,'"f#Seen in its proper historical context ~ 

t ’ 

amid the height of the Col Var —the investigation into kennedy s assassunation 

looks much more impressive and its shortcomings much more understandable." After 
the openine- 

— ’ . : 

tux paragraphs aliuding to what was called the crash of a space ship, "flying 
an \ 

b wel pes 

sveer=a saucer buffs," and "bidet of esr extraterrestial beings" Holland quotes 
| 

Historian Richard Hofstadery "classic 1963 lecture, “the Paranoidal Style in American 
Thar 

Politics”, wit} whht reflects Holland's »urpose in this article, to but down all 

criticisms of the Varren Report, "Hoated exageg ration, suspicionsness and conspiragtor— 

jal fumeyx fantasy" characterizes all of it. % a, al( phi be neo , 

A 

Holland! sarticle itself, real Toiges-amieised Lag stuff, consiste in saying 

that the Warren Report is right because it says it is fright and all who do agree are 

peranoidal nuts. 

Consistent 

. Constent with all he has written about the JFK assassination, Holland never 

dows Wo warty wah : 
sets inte the evidence itself. He is a thinker. this is a think piece. Why contaminate 

Ly-sued 
it with evidence? The evidence thatYmake it impossible te write what Holland begins 

wanting to say? 

Before getting to the end fifteen pages later, aside from reviting all the 

actualities of that investigation in which all agencies of the government were in- 

volved, Holland, deep-thinker and scholar that he is, at least in his own concept, 

Sys . 1 . . . . . . 
nanages to rewrite our gevtem into a "national security" state in which there is not 

a thing as important as keeping gecret what the spooks want to be secretfno matter 
et O 2 
 



Sy WEB cmp eee 
“how unsecret if t (=a what Holland presents as te securuty" secrets were 

/ " Me Aang Dlutla tv 
av ina single instance at all secret #including tcihing—the—peopie—she—teath_about 

Ue 
the JFK assassinatione 

of. 
\ He is unstinting is his rewriting both the history of that assassination and the 

Wwicy a‘ 
of that Vomaission.e 

{ lee GEE is 
Al1 from the political right, all with te7pretense it was only the 

left that doesnot agree with that teporte Before oozing to its end he blames “obert 

Kennedy for the assassination. Vo do this he- and use of the word is actually praise 

of Nolland in this ope pontificated scrivenning -lies. 
Je 

Sl] in all it is a display of ignoraneé that could be acceptable only to those 

who cliNg &%o the same ignorance bec:.use they also cling to the same preconceptions 

with which Holland, as did the Warren Yommission itself, began. 

I go into this in detail in other writing. “ere I add only that he is go 

intendedly ignorant, alter all the years of his interest in and writing on this subject, 

that hewefers to as "new" information ( a word hardly appropriate to it) from Mexico 

City that was included in the Commission's work thirty -years earlier. 

i his is ca fair sample, indeed one of the Lesy/unkcind samples, of Holland's 

scholarship in which he represents that only one Kennedy was assassiifed, quoted 

abovee awa 
) 

Por all that has been wetting, meaning all that Holland ignores having no 

choice ir he wes to do this sorticle and the more to which we come, he refers to as 

"the most trenchant criticism of the Warren Report ever to appear" Dwight Nacdonald's 

1965 Esquire article in which "he accepted the Vommission's conclusions!" 

Holland exposes more than his unscholarly scholarship in this work of sheer 

propaganda, eretonds to be of serious and mature thinking. 4s he nears his end, beginning 

with the ludicrous, he actually suys refers to "the aceurqcy of the Seport's essential 

Curry v finding [undefined], holding up after three decades, is toutimony to the enimiission's 

basic integrity" He follows this, nothing omitted in quotkng ferfronlthe élast colum 
\ 

 



on hie last page: 

La 

- di Indeed, as a British reviewer once put it, the vest Pribute to the 

ep Ufa | solidity of the report is the deviouness of its critics." 

f . it 1 : . ( : 

Of this he says no more. tie does not give that "reviewers" name or where 

what he quotes was published. 
nn . 

*his is not because Holland does not know. 

It bears the name ot Yohy Sparvow. +t first appeared in the literary Supple- 

Luda 
ne of “fhe tines of Hondon on UnYesday, December 14, 1967. It then as greated, 

acy / 

even before it appeared as well as ofater lt/w thy his | prise and at length by the 

ans 

New ¥ rk Pines, in articles written by Karl Warren's friend and biographer, ni thony 

mn al [he Wredie- 
Lewis. 0t got extensive attenion elaghfere when it appeared Lt then, of all things 

wort 
was reprinted in the United State ag imble-sized book- by a publisher owned by a major 

Deo. fash w Ww Anph rl fhe v wth 1M1)' tt th wiry fst y, VST rele 

war sonics tOre See eee Toca his appearance ‘bh the Today shoy, on the TV 

  

network that then was owned by the same defense and 2 war contractor, RCA. 

a 
‘the publier of iny then current Oswald in New Orleans then telegraphed 

the ‘'oday show asking for time for me 4 to appear "in response to the slanders ahd 

nication vpiced by John a Te " Ke jou? was no es sane adiees jou) afHet hs 
"wt pity yw ed. VON : — (Comer ty , ip 4 lt ey Ay > Wine Wee 

Sparrow was no stranger vol we although we nr ere 

He killed publication of my first book on the JFK assassination in 1965. 

It had been approved, pending readings by a professional historian, by 

a then major British publisher, Collins. : 
Ziteray Seep lem ont 

I wrote Sparrow about that’ after hig piece appeared. He did not deny ite 

lle mevely said that he had no recollection of doing that,to which he added that he 
Ld « g uy le 

did pot like Whivevashifhe Report o 1 the Warren * Soporte Ny [Let x Mn Mer 
poe “vv. (a ae © glthowey h he had peel ut pe 

He gaid he necded more intornation, tha+—he gy been tuo vars garliey 80s and // Jee 
ck une ‘ 4 uAL had W Mie Dyer Cn 

the first book on the subject, t provid edeey” and he dever responded again. 

    

    

   

When my friend the late Steve Barber, then chief Washington correspondent 

‘ for the conservative Hondon Telegraph became aware of this he told me that Sparrow oa ere 

  

. > 4 ‘ . . . . * . . / . ° . was a long-time asset of British intelligence specializing Crear iing for it from 

 



z ‘ 3 

pe a Mill a 
Oxfy>d's student, Sparrow was the wardne of 411 “aul (oF Oxford. LAt nly | ; 

Ut * 
Although they cnove qualified for withholding under the Freedom of Information 

wh oy 
Act and If rps pve gotten copies of what + next refer BO\in two different ro ta 

fobs “pha 
lawsuits, ‘the oh sa keop/secret uMtil cowpelled to disclose them under the 1992 

act reqYiring full disclosure ov all all assassination informations In the FBI Headquarters 

lund wh W a 

of docuncnts refleetitm rerlecting that Sappo ; Sappo Sparrow also worked for our 

= , 62 109060+ 

main J JFK assassination file and in the London FBI Legat's 62-358 file, is a series 

A (fo, eo 
spookse 

\ r: . . 

These were sent me by tony Browing, one of my ENelish friends I've never, yWete They 

ith 
even report that our fondon embassy told Sparrow when to appear Ona TY dehate and when 

not to. wl Au dul wo tb» 

wy This @ught be ecnovgh on Sparrow and on lollawa's personal and professional 

integrity. 

‘There is, fjowever, another observation J believe is not inappropriate. 

al 

Years ago, when Hollad was more or less liberal and had a phan jointly inthe 

( WB 
Nation with Kai Bird, they planned a joint book on Sonn de ftiauoy 8 enibe of the 

he Aad fern 
Warren “onntanion « ft fbn wheeler and dealer and government trouble-shooter. 

4 

Victor Navasky, then The Nation's editor, wrote and asked me if I would help them and 

vould make int Filed available to then. I agrecd. By then * had obtained by a putin 

nunber of Freedom of Information lawsuits about a quarter of afniiLliionw pages of 

€ Ete 

once-witithhe]d government assassination records. Most were from the FBI, 

(Holland~ 

\iitortt alone came. I took him to the basement, showed him where the files in 

viich he might be interested were and out capier, and he copied whatever he wanted. 

The files of most interest to him were what I refer to as my "subject" files. 

They are duplicate copies 1 made of the records I preserved exactly as I received them. 

All the folders are identified by name and by subject and they do hold the factual 

nitty-gritty of the information collected about the crime itself. 

Por all his writing and tallcing about the assassination, all from the political 

; ; ; + a) ae + 
right, Holfand, knowing what | have and the nagnit ude of it, never re; urned and never 

Like Vnaduy whe Mv hectined abies b thee, asked for copies of any of it. “ 

   



I do not fault his decision. If he had returned he could never have written 

ue 

what he has end what he has contractcd. But I do me that he kmew where tg largest 
2 ay ‘penile 

single collection of assassination records in private hands was‘and he had no in= 

terest in them. pitule! 

Jhat he had contracte is an italicized sentence at the end of his stery: 

é c GU . 
"Max Hq Land is vuriting a ndivovy of the Warren Yommisson to be pub- 

% 
lish, ed next year by Basic Yooks. “e ip ve Apel 

| $$ . 

That history, if history it will be, will not include What Holland would have 

~\ / 

seen if he had looked at my file, "Ss "Russell, Richard B." That file cont#aingthe 

proof that Russel was tricked into signing the keport when he abslutely refused to 

[ite Meee / fe 
agree to its single-bullet theory that Holland ‘still defend 

/ 

dnd if he had asked me after he was here I could have given him the remarks 

. boi ced 
7 f > . . . ' . . « ° 

‘ussell Prepared for the executive session of the Yommission ne Bexrced fo record 

his Haaprammybs peiusal to agree with that absolute basis of the eport. He believed 

there would be that record for history because the Vommission had agreed to have its 

cofrt report/prepare verbatin transcript ef what they said for the record for 

history. Unly the man who van the Commission, its general counsel, J. dee Rankin, 

formerly the Solicitorf feneral. of the Unitea States - the man who represents the 
VW 

— £ ‘ - — 
Vepartis nt of Justice bfore the Supreme vourt - » sau to it , that # the court reporter 

  

‘ Lanne a 
was not there. Instead,he had a secretary(seeming to take it all downe 

[yo 
After ¥6%as here I also oblainea an oral }istory prepared for the Russell 

Ja bs amin felne Lally gus loners LL 

archive at the Universit of GS anes te eee eT oo pdr 4 fointedly 

specific in stating that they both absblutely refused to agree to that most basic 

single~buklet theory. Along with private letters saying the same thing that Cooper 

wrote aft er his Senate career endede 

Above I quove Holland's "testimony to the commission's basic integrity." 
thea a4icla pi bf Whe 

“this is one reflection of it he cannot have and still have’)that book. be Ge Lute 

z Le hoof, 
Bete—beeks Basic Books is another “andom House subsidiary. So the 

htcstoy history of the Newhouse empire's Random House empire will be that for the 

 



upive year it will publish a book in support of tne forsicke mythology, avd ut dourth con. 

MN + “ponagpifive ve 
see 

Depo Yospite their cost and dismal sales records. 

And, coincidence of remarkable, to say nothing of timely coincidences, in 

th: game mail with Holland's hoking up a dike for the drowned Warren teport there was 

for me a set of summaries of the papers presented at that year's convention of the Goali- 

tion on Political Assassinationse One of those papers was illuminated with six captioned 

See 

newspietures. # "our of them were on Roy Gein Cohn, lord high executioner for Joe 

  

MeCarthy decades earlier. After IlcCarthy died, with his ysibit marching on, alas, 

Conn went into private practise. His record with ucCarthy did not deter rich and power- 

ful clients who apparently vo fieved his past was not as important as his talers and. 

connections. 

\ ; a . She 
Une oi those newsppaer pictures has this caption under it: 

     SESS 

[ An embarrassing story in the Cleveland Plain Dealer threatened to block 

Wd Jackie Presser’s assent to the Teamster Union presidency in 1984. 
Cleveland mobster Moishe Rockman (above left) met with Cohn (above 

] right) and Genovese crime family boss.Tony Salerno (center). At their 

behest, Cohn client 8.1. Newhouse, Jr. forced the newspaper to print a 
Ne retraction. The Newhouse family is not only the owner of the Plain- 

Dealer, but also the New Orleans Times Picayune and Random House, 

publisher of Case Closed. 

a 
  

So, the emperor himself, client of the lord high executioner, “forced the 

news A. ih ; : a u naloxd aes a a" of " emnbar Sw stor Nie of 
Paper /he omes "to print a retractions" of "an embarrassing story e 

e it "threatened to block"    Cleveland Plain Dealder" becaus    

  

reputed mob-connected "Jackid Pressler's assent to the Teamster Union presidency in 
— 

1994.."f"Pough Tony" Salerno, mob bofs, is laughing in this picture. Cohn is grim-faced. 

0 _—— ah 

Hishe is go just looking at Tough “ony. 

 



Newjouse add 

The friendship of Si ilevhouse and Roy Cohn goes back to their high-school 

days, according to the November, 1995 issue of Open Secrets. It is published by the 

Thad 
wsinations. Lt also reports, quoting "thean Lh Maier, clese ssar C1aition 6n Political 4 

‘aktgo Author of a Hewhouse biog caphy," that far vas"oy Cohn who Fintroduced [Norman | 

Mailer to Hewhouse amd Random “ouse." 

> Horton, Tho



fig J & 
bi - ef 

‘his does not, of course, comuect Holland to the mob. Or even to its lawyer , 

A we P 
who was also the emperor's lavyer.7Butit docs tell us a little more about the emperor 

~ “a f | 
hignsels with his favors ranging from the mob to dei’ending the Warren “eport. With 

a 
: . . . yn . . /_. 

this determined subject-matter ianordeee pretending that fact of thvcrime has no 

Vi 
relevance, Max Holland, yt he fourth in four yearse 

= 
tr 

What favors can the emperor expect in return now that the HcCakthy Lod High 

"3 : ; AQ 
Executioner has gone to his rewards 

Othye than from the government. 

No¥ does this connect liolland with the other three of the literary hacks the 

Hewhouse-Random Jiouse empires have hacking away at our history :.nd at the governmentss 

failures - if not worse tha failures. Those Oct moe do not make Hailer less of 

a literary hack hacking away albeit at more boring length and ppopi-te all that length 

a. < . 4 as Fee eee cm & 

ayins, nothing new - except about himself. 

Holland does the same thing but in his own, his different way. He has no less 

ego that Mailer. He »retends that his simply astounding ego is not that at akl but is 

his superior wisdom, lis thoughts and interpretations, all with total disregard of the 

esthblished fact, the official fact of the assassination. To a“perior, all-seeing mind 

é 

like his fact is @rrelevant. lle makes up meanings not there as his substitution for fact. 

This the prax “olland who condemned his former friend and associate Kai Bird 

Ea a 

for his ¥ allaged lack of "thorough research in his book, The Chairman: John J. 

MieCloy, the baking of an american Establishment? (Simon and Schuster, 18 1992). 

Norland did this in a letier to the Washington Post's Book World section of July 26,1992f. 

‘hey are all alike, however, in what I wrote about Posner in Case Open, 

without a sound from him, that he has trouble telling the truth even by accident. 

Hailer is different from the others in his tough-guy posture, his since youth. 

: . . . . ' eS as s my 

Ne is,in his self-descriptiog#, the %& Lighter among furiters. That he once was a boxer # 

; ; a eM, 
creeps into his uritine, sf in his Picasso book. 

That is the bully in him, not the stout heart. 

 



  

Late COPa vas thous tful ond sent me a videotape of the awards dinner. 

(ie gary not mentioned earlier, Ur. Gary Aguilar, San “rancisco opthalnalogist, or 
% 

jorwsber 
i ay earlier, Gary Aguilar) in meking the presentation recounted his invitation 

, 0 
Wn Y ANN AEE . 
for Nailer $~be-Ther'e and epak speals voted Hailer as being "quite keen" on that." 

But when iailer learned that I would be setting ang avard an presimed I'd be there 

Khe got bitter." At this point .guilar was interrupted by applause. Nailer told him 

es , eo ot 7 Wie vy as that undev no circumstances would he B@ avpear fer that dinner. Drei\euilar told hin 

that L£ could not be there for health veasons Nailer "apparently began to reconsider." 

ut in the end he did not. As Aguilar explained that, “ailer "too /great exception to the 

fact that "I "had treated him rather rudely ZA thraugh some letter exchange." 

. a Dy Ls ys 
oor former pugilist ond wr otéler Norman Nailer, the tough guy of pois writing 

and sneaking, so offendd that he declined the opportuni ty to speak to many about his 

Os.eld book or about the assassination because an aged an infirm man had, in his 

opinion, written quin "vather rudely." 

apparently le found it rude that I asked him -for tHe details on the buying 

aL tahte, 
of the KGB's Kinsk Oswald records th: fact of which Sehiller had* confirmed. 

That was "rude?" Not merely cubamrasalnypecuase the two of them, siék- 

conceived as slick operators, weréyconned, ripped off by the hick hinder KGB? 

f 
in the street phrase of my youth, he can dish it out but he can t take it. 

lic can malign llarina as we have sven, libel her no end and at length. and that 

is not to him "rude" or in ay Wier all objectionable. But to be asked for the details 
. a o “+ q 1 A\unwe Meg Dew 13 

of their deal with the KGL,(Cthat was rude. 

=p . Sg . . 
in another old phrase, it depends on whose ox is being gored. 

ae! yooo4 19 , a - : Ur eek can ft be that those twg Pulitzers and much acclaim over the years led 

hits to believed that he is unlike the rest of us, above being questioned about antyhing, 

A oe . <i g 
that whatever he says oyl dibs if vieht and proper meroly because it is he who does the 

doing qnd the sayings ° 

 



He had agreed to speak at the Coalition on Political Assassination's con— 

vention the ena of October, 1995. But he did not show up. 

Although I was nt aware o% it, I was one of four honored at that convention 

WP hs . . with # "Lifetime Achievenemt Award"." “he mailing telling me looked like a forn 

letter. L skimmed the program and forgot about it because I would not be there. 

4 . 5 . . fr Could not, in fact. A, several visitors from the west coast left they told me of 

the award. 

hy first knowledge that toughseuy Norman Nailer chickened out was in a con= 

gratulatory note from another friend who was the at the convention. He concluded it asking 

me, 

  

   
   
   

     
   

Did ant anyone inform you that among the rrasons Norman Nailer gave for 

not shoving up was that he thought you would show up to collect your plaque? That Dp 

set of! another round of applause for you." 

=8 told that—among the other    

  

as his inability to control the format of 

the convention, For x example; he wanted each speaker,to be limited to five minutes. 

Whatever his reason this would have -méant that nobody would have the time to make a 
a , ce rc 

  

case agaist him ant hths fatited book 

Picture of this self-proclaimed, super-hgan Mailer afraid to be where a 

feeble man of eight-two might be! 

zy TT oe 
Iohad not told him I was writing a book about him and his book. Ke could, of     t ; - * course, have lesyned from others. Or he could have remembered that more than twenty 

  

yeors earlicr £ had ofvercd him all + have for his use. a 
ae Sn = eel 

Whetoverhis reason. ft is a confession of fear of me :nd of what + might saye 
i 
[ris is how tough Wailer really is when he feared what might be said to his 

face about his writing ¥& supposedly about the assassination and about Oswald when it 

is really about Norman Mailer and his writing. 

there was another Haile: confession reported in the San Fransisco Bay Guardian 

of November 5, 1995. I'd been told that he'd(aid it but here it was published: that 
4



SCA 

IA 
@he bool: did nos cone from long: interest in @ subject. Nor dia it eome from 

deeply--held principle. Ile did it becuse he needed money. 

Tho iten in thé Bay Guerctien by Brad I Wieners says: 
SH,



his real 
   

      
     

yeason for disgracing himself with his "Uswold" book was to make money¢€y 

L 
‘ae . ve 

his ced his JULO BBG XXEATCE lecture: 

I PROLIFIC doesn’t even begin 

to describe what Norman Maller 

has been. Has been? Remains. 

‘Just this year, Mailer has deliv- 

ered his own investigation of the 

naked (Lee Harvey Oswald) and 

the dead (tricky Dick Nixon). 

Mailer may say he’s staying so 

busy to pay the bills, but one 

‘ pow 8 can’t help, 

’ but wonder if 
he wasn’t in- 
spired by 
Borges’s idea 
of rewriting 
history — fill- 
ing a library 
with one’s 

own version of 

history and, 

over time, hav- 

ing it effective- 

ly replace his- 
tory in the 
imaginations of | 
successive gen- 
erations of 

readers. Listen 
and decide for 

yourself if you 
trust Mailer with history. 4 p.m., 

Main Stage. (Brad-Wieners) .-—.~ 

Pavi . hao fern - 

aying the bilis\wee& tiailer peogyVroblem what with his lifestybe, all those 

    appears, A/S. 

wives and all that alimony, to say nothing o: ten children and the tax collector. 

Itis life made a hack of him, his life and its endless extravagances, for 

chutlinys writing out to wake money is hacking. And that, as Brad Veiner { whoweiobe—this 

nett+ee said, made him a "has been." 

His urgent need to make money led him to make the confession I like most of 

al . ae a a ba 
1. He made this confession, seemingly not realizing what kind of confession it really 

  

is, if a set of audio tapes of his and his wife' ading , o Y Ss reé ne i th 1 aes em ee, eading m® from his Oswald book that 

really is not about Oswald for Random House to sell. 

0 

 



10 

hw 
The set of four audio cassettes is packaged to look like \W book. It dupli- 

BS re 

cates the dust jacket of tho hardback—bee}, even to the picture of the hosue in Fort 

: oN. 
Worth in which the Oswalds had an apartment. ‘lo give it an edrie appearance ea—both 

the picture used seems to be the nflgative rather than the positive. At $25 for the four 

cassettes it is not cheap. In price, anyway e 

Net is Random House cheap in describing the tapes. ft says of the book it 

abit oval ] is a nonfiction masteripiece. a work of meticulous résearch and reportaggy.«. 
pee fh 

wo o. 
4s we have seen not a, word of this is true. 

Publishers do tend to be unrestrainted and imaginative whe they puff up the 

books they publish and Random House is no exception with this book and these tapes. 

I single out, however, the Random House claim that the book is "nonfiction." 

I-si-le single this of ¢ because during the six hours he and his wife read 

from the book Mailer had a k moment of aberrational honesty about ite 

In the course of his work my friend Ray Kurpis spends much time driving. Ray 

Unit nh 
knew I had been-writing this book and that I believe ¥t' is a wretchedly bad and dis—- 

honest job that exploits and commercializes the assassination about which Mailer . 

ronained gt doteninedly ignorant even after he finished with lh asa not wy Ke 

booky Pat when he saw the set of audio cassetfftes he got it to listen to on his long 

drives. when Ray came to two sentences in Mailer{s accoulit, more or less of an 

account , anyway, of the killing of Dallas policeman J.D. Tippit he had that trans= 

cribed professionally and sent it to me. 

What should be kept in mind in reading this Mailer on Mailer is that he, too, 

has insistepd that his book is a work of nonfiction and that it requires Oswald to 

have been the assassin. Without Guala as the assassin, there is no book for there is no 

any off 
more interest in him than inythe any millions of of hey young men of that pertiod. 

What Mailer himself selected to read froxi his book iss 

wl 
Mh but since the approach of this work is not legal, technical, or evidentiary, 

There is a good deal of evidence that it was Oswald whé sh¥t Tippit,



4 

~ 
* . : 

ij is novelistic » that we are trying to understand fala = let us judge that if he 

I vy \ 
wa killed Kennedy, then it was well within the range of our expectation of him 

wt that he would be frantic enough after seeing that pistol in his face, to 

sending him to Yealey Plaze anf fleeing to his rooming house and out again 

to be he yet also frantic enough to kill Tippit as well. Ify However, he did 

not shoot at Kennedy then small but eonfusingy details in this second murder 

take on much more YxupoExkAMeex prominence J et if Oswald was innocent of shooting 

_ Kennedy hy would he have fired at Vippit? 

At the Tippit killing, if it was Oswald who killed him, and Nailepy himself 

admits just before this gibberish that “there were witnesses Gnouh disagreement over 

identification to offer opportunities to a defense lawyer" - therethen was no 

"pistol in huts face," Nailer himself here says of TMppit that he left his car with 

"hits pisgtl still in his holster. " Cour 

But even it £rue, that could not have "sent" fiecttio healoy Plazef! ana fleeing 

to his rooming nouse and out again frantic enough to kill Tippit as well" because 

all of that allegedly happened before Tippit was kidled a Oe that "pistol" in 

oF 0 h a 
Oswald's facs,atter that killing in this mismash of nisy wu hee ° 

\ -= 

  

Mailer himself admits the possibility that Oswald killed neither the 

a ug a 
Pr esident nor *wppit. Without his teetti having killed the President there is no book 

cn Uguald for Mailer or for anyone else and he did do this book based on Oswald as the 

assassine 

The assassin he has just admitted maybe "did not shoot at Kennedy" and 

A perhaps was innocent of Phooting Kennedy." 

In short, long after his book was out and coming to my knowledge only long 

after £ had completed this manuscript Mailer sand be that his work of claimed nonfiction 

is only a novel and is not nonfictione 

Move, he even articulated this, as quited abovefi: 

"the approach of this work is not legal, technical or evidentiary but is 

novelistic."



I referred earlier to Mailer's dybbuk. Nariier still I would have if + nad yy, ' 

those rare powers liailer claims, oj extra-sensory perception and of reading mee 

from the gravee this is because the very first words in this lengthy manuscript that are 

Mailer's words come from his dybbuk. “hey came from Mailer's mouth not only before his 

book was out but even before the condensation of that Oswald in Minsk part tras pub- 

lished by Zhe New YoukerP hae Pizet wands are 

wed burylisfae —_) "'iHistory is exactly like novel writing.hey're both fiction." 

Mailer then, pe? spealcing to tise histéry majors at the University of 

Pennsylvania also told them, as I quoted from Tho “hiladelphia Inquirer's story, 

val bugh OO) "Ultimately, nothing in history is true,' Mailer paaete Uy DAY 

fw minsopt me tat, attr skin ott grat ‘Mehta ton 

odlring to one of tightora—Mailer's novel, Harlot's Snist, ZL wrote of what Mailer 

Was saying, no doubl under the control of that dybbuk of his, "This is Mailer trying to 

justify his woh jiterary harlotry." 

L wa cuss was not E predo prescient. L did aot read his mind. I was merely 

analysing what he said in an effort to give it the sieemiug it obylLously had so long 

before his book was out and we could kmow what is in it. 

His own public record justified what I next wrote- before we knew what is in his 

book or could know other than from his telepgraphing it at enn, 

The fi edt history 45 precious to others that is 'fiction' to him = and he 

  

write it for money that from the kind @f life hiuxkexx he led Mailer needed more 

than most sy can live well on — really extravagantly on =- for his alufiong and for 

paying the large debts he accumulated by the kind of life he led. 

qy GW «nree manusript pages later I wrote, based on what Mailer said at Venn, 

ee 

yeu Mailer says that as a novelist he is also a historian and is licensed to zsa 

rye 5 : . ‘ bis Oswaldt |e ashhhebes lie and he has the brazenness to boaét in advance that his Oswald's 

d 
| fale is a lie. Which by dedign an intent it without grestion is. 

_S In this he also reflects that he js a man of jsrinciple. wht the 
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usual principle of your normal, everyday writer without thogy Hild tears and other 

   
honors and successes. 

But principle it is to hoast of being a liar who writes lies, ab-— 

normal if not npr ‘finprecedented as that is. 

Mailer, thie principled liar or Mailer, the liar of principle? 

I concluded that first chap ter the first words of which are // ailers saying 

He did not say some @f history is a lie. He said all of it is. 

  

_—or ss — 

wrdad, 
1( It is not history that lies. 

It is some of those who write history who lie. 

like ifailer. 

It is not often that a writer can so correctly anticipate what another wkkix 

AGS has written so long before it could be seen but then most of us do not have the 

kinds of dybbuks Mailer has, the kinds of needs he anticipates and the kind of, to 

quote again from these very first words in this work, the "literary harlotry" Mailer had 

to try tm make acceptable. Nor the world-class ego that controls him. 

That ineredible ego that impelled him to write what the Book of the Month Club 

boasted in offering his 0 dollar book for $17.95 in November, 1995 ran to 896 pages. 
» 

(For those who bought the book the, sie Ypoints worth a third of the price and for 
thirty of ‘ 

those who had acoummlaesat those points they ETH) 

‘Although he and Random House and all of the rest ofthe Newhouse empire that 

pulled all the stopa of their publicity organs to promote it hawked it fas nonfiction, 

before it appeared Nailer said that distoyr and novyis are the same and that they 

are both fiction and that history lies. In effect he announced that his ném alleged 

nonfiction was fiction and that it was untrue. 

We saw his puerile explanations of not depending on evidence and we saw 

throughout, as + noted throughout, that he was really ywriting a punk novel. That, 

hover, is not the same as ligiler\s admission of ite ite says of his biék, as quoted 

verbatim from hi8 ste-of audio cassettes he and his write prepared baed on it, that 

it is a novel,   
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+r, Tn is why 
‘yat ME eye in what Random House sedls as his "Audiobook" says His", a Nin= 

his 

fiction motorpléce,(48 why he shunned what is oe what is "Légal, fechincal or 

* : u wy evidentiary. fhe pou PMR . 

That without sind F'thnkx“GEG © deaaaa we have also seen, he could not 

have written the book is naother mattere 

The fact is that after all of the hype, the boasts, the lectures and all else , 

Mailer's wore Than 
Mailer admits his book is a novel and that all novels lie is mlekertt adequate self- 

characterization. 

ty says his book lies and he wrote his book. So, he says what was obvious if 

one Inew the fact of the subject matter, he is a liare 

“theter or not as is an unseen connection between these two postscripts 

Mailer provided ater Ge momuaertgt was coupleted, they are welcome and I thank 

thank him for tthem.


